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Abstract. Translation Studies and more specifically, its subfield Descriptive 

Translation Studies (Holmes 1988/2000) is, according to many scholars (Gam-

bier 2009; Nenopoulou 2007; Munday 2001/2008; Hermans 1999; Snell-Hornby 

et al. 1994 e.t.c), a highly interdisciplinary field of study. The aim of the present 

paper is to describe the role of polysemiotic corpora in the study of university 

website localization from a multidisciplinary perspective. More specifically, the 

paper gives an overview of an on-going postdoctoral research on the identity for-

mation of Greek universities on the web, focusing on the methodology of corpora 

compilation and analysis with methodological tools and concepts from various 

fields, such as translation studies, social semiotics, cultural studies, critical dis-

course analysis and marketing. The objects of comparative analysis are Greek 

and French original and translated (into English) university websites as well as 

original British and American university website versions. Up to now, research 

findings have shown that polysemiotic corpora can be a valuable tool not only of 

quantitative but also of qualitative analysis of website localization both for schol-

ars and translation professionals working with multimodal genres. 

Keywords: polysemiotic corpora, university website localization, multimodal 

analysis and corpora. 

1 Introduction 

Several studies, that focus on websites and their communication and interaction with 

users, adopt approaches from the fields of cultural and marketing studies. These studies 

mostly aim at revealing the cultural differences that exist in the online marketing of 

companies and organizations (Simin, Tavangar and Pinna 2011; Salerno–O’ Shea 2006; 

Dormann and Chisalita 2002; Leonardi 2002; Robbins and Stylianou 2002; Schmid-

Isler 2000; Marcus and Gould 2000; Sheppard and Scholtz 1999; Russo and Boor 1993; 

del Galdo 1990 e.t.c.). A lot of research has also been conducted with tools and meth-

odologies from the fields of linguistics and more specifically, text linguistics and criti-

cal discourse analysis for the study of textual genres such as websites and textual func-

tions in multimodal texts (Santini 2010, 2007, 2006; Bateman 2008; van Leeuwen 

2008; Αskehave and Nielsen 2004; Lemke 2002; Yli-Jokipii 2001; Fritz 1999; Storrer 

1999; Wee 1999; Landow 1997; Martin 1997; Bohle 1990; Reiss 1971/2002 e.t.c.). As 
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multimodal texts combine more than one semiotic system to create meaning and 

achieve their communicative goal, there is an urgent need for the adoption of method-

ological tools from the field of semiotics. This is obvious in various studies, which 

focus on the multimodality of genres, using semiotics-oriented methodological tools 

(Tomášková 2015, 2011; Jewitt 2009/2011; Ventola and Guijarro 2009; Baldry and 

Thibault 2006; O’Halloran 2004 e.t.c.). The application of theories and methodological 

tools from the above-mentioned fields could help us a) recognize the university website 

communicative function, b) study whether this function is retained or not in different 

language versions and c) highlight the parameters that define its retention or modifica-

tion. 

For the systematic and comparative analysis of our research material, we have cre-

ated a mini corpus, comprising of both pictorial and verbal elements with the UAM 

Image Tool (O’ Donnell 2008). These corpora consist of the homepages of Greek and 

French university websites, in original and universalized (Floros and Charalampidou 

2020) versions, as well as the original versions of American and British websites. In 

the second case, English is used as an original language, so it is a good point of refer-

ence and comparison with versions that are localized in English. The main criterion for 

the analysis of the specific language versions was the familiarity of the researcher with 

the respective languages. Additionally, in most Greek and French university websites, 

the alternative version provided, in most cases, is English, a phenomenon with an in-

creasing tendency in other countries as well (Callahan 2012).  

2  Research Questions 

University website localization is a challenge both for the translation scholar and the 

translation professional. It is also of great research interest due to the multimodal nature 

of the texts involved (hypertexts) as well as the cultural and social dimensions it can 

take. However, it has been rather unexplored, up to now, in the international literature. 

There is only limited literature on the interlingual study of university websites, which 

focuses mainly on content transfer and language policies (Apperson 2015, Tomášková 

2015, Callahan 2012, 2006, Simin, Tavangar and Pinna 2011, Bernardini, Fer-

raresi,Gaspari 2010). Also, very few studies refer to Greek university websites (Calla-

han 2012, 2006). However, these are insufficient, as the first one is limited to the study 

of verbal choices in each website (Callahan 2012), and the second one examines solely 

the macrolevel. Also, given the fact that the second research was conducted fifteen 

years ago (Callahan 2006), it displays major differences from the current online image 

of Greek universities. Additionally, according to literature up to now, there is no sys-

tematic study focusing on the way Greek higher education institutions approach a for-

eign audience, and no attempts have been made to create multimodal corpora with 

Greek university website homepages. Taking into consideration the research gap that 

exists in the field our research has attempted to: 

 

a) Map the translation practice in the genre of university websites in Greece and 

interrelate the localization choices, both on macro- and micro-level, with the 
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cultural background of the receivers as well as with the new social and economic 

conditions on national and international level. 

 

b) Define the way the identity of Greek universities is projected on the web and 

compare it with the identity of English- and French-speaking universities. 

 

With these goals in mind the following steps have been taken: 

• Compilation of a polysemiotic corpus with Greek, French and English univer-

sity websites with the UAM Image Tool (O’ Donnell 2008). 

• Recording of content and hyperstructure localization techniques in Greek uni-

versalized versions. 

• Recording of microtextual localization techniques in Greek universalized ver-

sions on verbal and optical level. 

• Recording of microtextual localization techniques in French universalized ver-

sions on verbal and optical level. 

• Comparison of Greek university websites with French and British/American 

ones on macro- and micro-level. 

• Association of localization techniques on macro- and micro-level with cul-

tural, social and economic factors. 

3 Methodology 

The preliminary study includes six Greek and six French university websites both in 

their original (French/Greek) and their universalized version as well as six British/ 

American university websites in their original version. The corpus was drawn from the 

THE World University Rankings for 2019 comprising of universities in a similar rank-

ing. The systematic study and observation of the sum of websites in all four language 

versions (Greek, French, localized English and original English) required the compila-

tion of a mini corpus (Zanettin 1994). The corpus belongs to the category of specialized 

corpora which include specialized texts of a specific type and are used for the study of 

a specific type of language (Hunston 2002: 14). According to Flowerdew (1993:232) 

corpora which are small in size are adequate when the study focuses on a specific do-

main. Additionally, specialized comparable corpora (multilingual and monolingual) are 

used, among others, to track functional translational equivalents (“units” that can be 

compared on the denotational, the connotational and the pragmatic level) (Τognino – 

Bonelli 2002). 

In the first part of the research we compiled a polysemiotic corpus using the UAM 

Image Tool (O’ Donnell 2008), which is free software that allows the annotation of 

images, that is the introduction of verbal interpretative information (Habert 2005; Leech 

2005). The term ‘polysemiotic’ is used here to denote corpora that do not include solely 

one semiotic system, namely language, image or sound but rather combine the annota-

tion of images with the verbal elements that anchor the pictorial meaning. Next, images 

were annotated manually on different levels and sublevels. Methodological tools from 

the field of social semiotics (isotopies (Greimas 1966), anchorage (Barthes 2007), 
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metafunctions (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996) constituted the basis for the annotation 

of the pictorial elements of university websites.  

The notion of isotopy is a key term in social semiotics and has been suggested by 

Greimas (1966) who, since the late 1960s, has been a central figure in the Paris School 

of Semiotics. His theory of structural semantic isotopy can be applied both on lexical 

and non-lexical units allowing for the description of the coherence and homogeneity of 

meaning in a multimodal text, such as the website, by connecting figures different from 

one another. Through the detection of repetitive semes (parts of the meaning of a word) 

the isotopies in a text can be identified and, thus, content analysis is enhanced. Since 

the aim of our research on the macrolevel was to detect similarities and differences 

regarding content in university websites, the notion of isotopy was adopted. 

The multisemiotic nature of the website genre also calls for the study of meaning 

creation through the synergy of image and text. Another concept that was drawn from 

the field of social semiotics was that of image-text relation. Acccording to Barthes 

(2007:50-59), the iconic message can be divided into a) literal and b) symbolic. This 

distinction actually refers to the separation of the denotational description of an image 

from the connotations that it bears. Taking for granted that every image is polysemous 

Barthes (2007: 46) suggests that through verbal messages the receiver of the message 

is directed to the selection of specific signifieds related to the image’s signifiers and to 

the avoidance of others. The verbal message’s function in relation to the visual one is 

called anchorage and elsewhere than in advertising its principal function may be ideo-

logical since the reader can be directed to a preselected concept (Barthes 2007, 48). In 

the light of these notions we were able look for the connoted verbo-pictorial messages 

within university websites and correlate them to their communicative function in each 

linguistic version. 

The third semiotic-oriented tool which allowed for the comparative study of persua-

sive multimodal meaning making was the grammar of visual design that Kress and van 

Leeuwen (2006/1996) have suggested. More specifically, these authors (2006/1996) 

developed a method of social semiotic analysis of visual communication, based on Hal-

liday’s social semiotics, and suggested a descriptive framework of multimodality, based 

on three metafunctions, namely: 

a) the representational metafunction, which describes what is represented in an im-

age and includes either (i) conceptual processes, which can be attributive highlighting 

one represented participant of the two depicted or suggestive involving just one repre-

sented participant, or (ii) presentational processes that function as a narrative; 

b) the interpersonal metafunction, which is the representation of relations between 

image and viewer and describes (i) mood, that is the participant’s gaze that can consti-

tute either an offer or a demand, (ii) perspective, which defines the power relations 

between image and viewer as well as the degree of the viewer’s involvement, and (iii) 

social distance, which refers to the degree of familiarity between image and viewer. 

c) the compositional metafunction, which refers to the codes that operate in the lay-

out of an image to produce meaning and create textual coherence such as (i) salience, 

(ii) reading path, (iii) vectors, (iv) compositional axes, and (v) centers and margins. 

For example, for the annotation of the interpersonal metafunction in images (Kress 

and van Leeuwen 1996) various sublevels were created such as: 
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• the shooting angle on the horizontal and the vertical axis which defines 

power relations and social distance between the viewer and the represented 

participants on the image,  

• the offer or demand of information, depending on a straight or oblique gaze 

of the represented participants 

• the distance of the shot (close, medium, long) which defines the degree of 

contact between the viewer and the represented participants. 

 In the following figures the sublevels of the interpersonal metafunction are de-

picted: 

 

 

                                

Fig. 1 Interpersonal function: Contact         Fig. 2 Interpersonal function: Social distance 

                             

Fig. 3 Interpersonal function: Point of view-        Fig. 4 Interpersonal function: Point of  

vertical axis               view – horizontal axis 

 

Besides qualitative analysis, the tool provides information regarding the frequency and 

distribution of the images’ characteristics. For the polysemiotic analysis of website con-

tent, we added the verbal elements that relate to the image. That is, during annotation, 

we added the field “text” which anchors (Barthes 2007) to the annotated image. 

In the following stages of the research further analysis of verbal content will be at-

tempted through the compilation of a second type of corpora using the method of cor-

pora compilation through the internet. Using the WebBootCAT tool, available in 

SketchEngine (Kilgarriff 2013; Kilgarriff and Grefenstettey 2003), which provides au-

tomatic annotation, we will attempt to create a corpus with university websites’ verbal 

elements. This corpus will allow an in-depth study of the verbal realization of the dis-

course under study through the creation of concordances, statistical charts e.t.c. We are 

also planning to align the original and universalized versions of Greek university web-

sites using SDL Trados Studio. For the analysis of verbal content we are planning to 

study the localization of the websites’ communicative function (Reiss 1971/2002) and 

the verbal devices that realize it. The results from the polysemiotic corpus and the par-

allel verbal corpus are going to be associated with the sociocultural context on the basis 

of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (Hofstede 1991) and Hall’s high- and low-context 

cultures (Hall 1976). 

The methodology adopted, including both types of corpora is depicted in the following 

figure: 
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Fig. 5 Methodology for the interlingual study of university websites 

 

The whole process includes two parallel corpora that include Greek and French web-

sites (original and universalized versions) and a comparable monolingual corpus (Mc 

Enery and Wilson 1996; Peters et al. 1996). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 The five university website versions under study and the comparison relations among 

them. 

 

In this way, the statistical results regarding pictorial elements from the tool can be com-

bined with the verbal information introduced and thus, enhance analysis of two semiotic 

systems in parallel.  
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4 Preliminary results 

The comparative analysis of Greek and English/American monolingual corpora, which 

focused on the study of the denotational and connotational polysiotic meaning of the 

two versions, has revealed differences in the isotopies used in each case. These differ-

ences have been related to different educational ideologies in the respective sociocul-

tural contexts (Charalampidou 2018). The divergence on the isotopic level with refer-

ence to online university content depicts the way universities define themselves as well 

as the way they define their target audience. 

The isotopies that prevail in British and American websites express the universities’ 

attempt to project an image in line with the needs of the market. They emphasize on 

quality of research, teaching, facilities and working environment which is indicative of 

their effort to provide proof of excellence which will lead to a high score in external 

assessments.  The isotopies selected by British and American universities are, in almost 

all of the cases, interconnected with the isotopy of value of giving reflecting the univer-

sity’s submission to market rules, similarly to Fairclough ‘s (1993) findings in univer-

sity brochures. In literature, British and American universities are described as ex-

tremely competitive and commodified (Saunders 2010; Hill and Kumar 2009; Olssen 

and Peters 2005; Hill 2003; Torres and Schugurensky 2002) and this is projected 

through the isotopies found in their websites. Either in the beginning or at the end of 

the homepage there is a link through which the user can donate to the university. On 

the contrary, in Greek university websites a diverging communication strategy seems 

to be followed in line with a different educational tradition. The values projected are 

those of knowledge, continuity and longevity of education and knowledge and hellenic-

ity. The university is self-projected as a place where knowledge and education are gen-

erously offered without expecting any rewards and thus, fits a more Humboltian model 

of education. The use of a different rhetoric in Greek universities is not a surprise since 

their main resources come from the government and they do not rely on users’ dona-

tions or students’ fees.  

Additionally, the compilation of monolingual polysemiotic corpora of the original 

and universalized Greek and French university websites allowed the study of the trans-

lation strategies adopted in each locale and their association with cultural characteristics 

and marketing principles (Charalampidou and Grammenidis forthcoming). Adopting a 

translation-oriented approach to localization we defined the notion of translation strat-

egy as an umbrella term that can include the concept of localization strategy in multi-

modal genres, such as university websites, and attempted to apply functional translation 

theories to university website localization. What we found was that, although Greek 

university websites aspire to reach a wider audience, they do not seem to take into con-

sideration the undefined cultural background of the receivers or the expectations that 

such an audience might have. They address the mean international student retaining the 

verbopictorial discourse that they use to address Greek-speaking students. On the other 

hand, French university websites make an attempt to respond to the needs and expecta-

tions of an international audience by modifying operative landing content and in many 

cases recreating content that projects the values promoted by the Bologna Declaration 

(for more details see Charalampidou and Grammenidis forthcoming). 
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The conclusions that have been drawn from the first stages of the research reveal 

that polysemiotic corpora allow the translation studies scholar to adopt an in-depth 

translation- and semiotics-oriented approach to localization taking into consideration 

cultural, ideological and marketing parameters. A corpus restricted to text only would 

limit the research to the observation and analysis of verbal persuasive means, leaving 

aside their interaction with pictorial elements. However, images very often constitute 

the basic or even the exclusive means of meaning coneveyance. The compilation of 

polysemiotic corpora can also be of great use in the context of translator training for 

the development of multimodal literacy to translation students as well as for their train-

ing in the translation of multimodal genres. Since the postdoctoral research is on-going 

the next step involves creating verbal parallel corpora in SketchEngine and extending 

the study with statistical results regarding operative verbal devices. In this way, more 

objective conclusions can be drawn with reference to divergence or convergence in 

operative discourse depending on cultural dimensions. The extension of the corpora to 

include a greater number of university websites is also required in order to reach safer 

conclusions. 
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